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Abstract

Non-oriented electrical steel (NO) is widely used for motor cores since it economically meets the requirements for size reduction and efficiency improvement of motors. The demand for global environmental protection and economical use of energy has promoted developments of new NO products with improved properties. In order to fully utilize the superior characteristics of such products, the application technology is also important. In this paper, we introduce examples of iron loss analysis methods and motor testing as the basis of application technology development.

1. Introduction

Non-oriented electrical steel (hereinafter referred to as NO) is widely used for motor cores and new NO materials have been developed to meet the demand for high performance motors, such as traction motors of hybrid/electric vehicles or compressor motors of air conditioners. Improved magnetization characteristics and lower iron loss are firstly demanded as the iron core material. The characteristics of NO are influenced by alloy compositions, grain size and orientation, steel material purity and internal stress. However, these factors exert adverse effects on the magnetization characteristics and iron loss. Therefore, high performance NO materials have been realized by steadily controlling these metallurgical approaches to achieve target properties.

In order to further enhance the performance of motors using the superior characteristics of such high performance, non-oriented electrical steel, application technology that reduces the influence of various building factors (deteriorating factors) in the actual condition of motor cores is also important. The building factors of iron loss of motor cores are as follows: (1) Magnetic flux distribution, (2) Rotational magnetic flux, (3) Time harmonics, (4) Spatial harmonics, (5) DC-biased magnetic flux, (6) Mechanical stress, (7) Interlayer short and (8) Temperature. Therefore, it is crucial for the application technology of electrical steel to breakdown and clarify the generating factors of motor loss in actual working conditions by using various analysis and evaluation technologies. The study for improving the performance of motors can be realized thereby.

This article introduces the electromagnetic field analysis and the motor testing technology as the basis of application technology of NO electrical steel. In the second section, this article describes a method that calculates the iron loss of NO electrical steel magnetized by distorted magnetic flux density which includes time harmonics and spatial harmonics with high accuracy and within a practically acceptable calculation time period. The electromagnetic field analysis method for motors has made significant progress in recent years. However, the calculation of motor performance with respect to all building factors taken into consideration requires high calculation expenditure. Therefore, motor measurement testing is necessary to evaluate the final performance of motors with various NO electrical steel core materials. In the third section, an example of the result of the application of the newly developed NO to induction motors is described.

2. Iron Loss Analysis Method under Distorted Magnetic Flux (Density) Excitation

In the designing of magnetic circuits of highly efficient motors such as the interior permanent magnet synchronous motor (IPMSM), electromagnetic analysis is indispensable. Non-oriented electrical steel sheets of motor cores are acted upon by the magnetic flux of various harmonics caused by slot harmonics and switching of the inverter power source. Since these harmonics increase motor iron loss, in the study based on motor electromagnetic field analysis technology, improvement of iron loss calculation accuracy under harmonic magnetic flux excitation is an important research subject.

For this purpose appropriate modeling of the characteristics of
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the electrical steel sheet used as a core is important. Particularly, because under the superpositioned magnetic flux of pluralities of harmonics, non-oriented electrical steel sheets exhibit a complicated magnetizing behavior, study should be conducted along with investigation with actual measurement data. In this paper, iron losses of several non-oriented (NO) electrical steel ring cores were measured under pulse width modulation (PWM) voltage excitation that causes typical distorted magnetic flux density waveforms in a stator core of interior permanent magnet (IPM) motors. Iron losses were also computed by several iron loss models and compared with the measured values to evaluate the accuracy of each model. 13

2.1 Measurement method and results

By using the magnetization characteristic measuring system shown in Fig. 1, the iron loss of a ring core sample was measured. The sample was excited by a magnetic flux density of a waveform consisting of motor spatial harmonics and inverter harmonics. The system enables exciting samples with a voltage of an arbitrary waveform and herein, the waveform shown in Fig. 2, known as the benchmark Model D of the Institute of Electrical Engineers of Japan, was selected as an example for application to the stator core of an interior permanent magnet synchronous motor (IPMSM). By exciting the ring core sample with the waveform voltage, which is equivalent to the magnetic flux waveform, the influence of the motor harmonics was considered. Inverter voltage waveforms are decided based on single phase PWM switching logic under fixed DC voltage input so that it causes the target distorted magnetic flux density waveform in the ring core. Thus, it is possible to measure iron losses under the influence of various harmonics.

Figure 3 shows the hysteresis loops of a ring core sample (external diameter 47 mm, internal diameter 33 mm, core thickness 7 mm) of JIS 35A300 excited by a distorted waveform and the PWM voltage (modulation index m=1.0 and 0.4, respectively) with a carrier frequency of 5kHz. It is observed from the figure that as the excitation waveform shifts from the distorted waveform to the PWM waveform of the modulation index 0.4 having a higher rate of harmonics, the width of the hysteresis loop grows larger and the iron loss increases. Since this is a typical change of hysteresis loops affected by eddy current, it is presumed that eddy current induced by high frequency from PWM waveforms is a primary factor of the iron loss increment. As the magnetic flux density waveforms used for the measurement include various frequency components, the measured iron losses cannot be separated into the hysteresis loss and eddy current loss by the two frequency methods as shown in the reference 22. However, another research 23 states that under sinusoidal PWM inverter excitation, the influence of minor loops that increase hysteresis loss is small. Therefore, it is considered that the application of the iron loss calculation model with accurate eddy current calculation is effective for improving the iron loss calculation accuracy under distorted magnetic flux excitation.

2.2 Iron loss calculation models and their evaluation results

Three types of iron loss calculation models, each having a different eddy current model, were applied to the electromagnetic simulation of ring core models and the calculation results were compared with the measured iron loss values to evaluate their accuracies. The ring cores are constructed from laminated NO electrical steel sheets of JIS 35A210, 35A300, 50A470 and 50A1300, respectively.

The following iron loss calculation models were used to evaluate accuracy.

(a) Model-A: The magnetic flux density waveform $B$ of each finite element mesh is calculated by two dimensional electromagnetic field analysis. Then the hysteresis loss $W_h$ is calculated by Formula

![Fig. 1 Diagram of measurement system of ring core excited by PWM voltage waveforms which causes arbitrary magnetic flux density B waveforms](image)

![Fig. 2 Distorted magnetic flux density B waveforms in the stator core of the IPM motor estimated by FEM](image)
(1) and the eddy current loss $W_e$ is calculated by Formula (2).\(^6\) In the calculation using other iron loss models, Formula (1) was used commonly for hysteresis $W_h$.

$$W_h = \sum B_{p,j}^{1.6}$$

$$W_e = \int \frac{1}{\pi} \left( \begin{array}{c} dB \\ dt \end{array} \right) \frac{1}{T} dt$$

Where $K_h$, $K_e$ are Steinmetz coefficients, $B_{p,j}$ is the magnetic flux density amplitudes of the major loop and the minor loop, and $T$ is the fundamental cycle. This iron loss model is very basic and it is based on the assumption that the eddy current in the electrical steel sheet distributes uniformly in the direction of the thickness. Therefore, this model does not take the skin effect of eddy current into account.

(b) Model-B: Eddy current and magnetic flux density are obtained by three dimensional electromagnetic field analysis using mesh models divided in the sheet thickness direction. The eddy current loss is calculated by Formula (3).\(^5\) This model is accurate but requires large computing time.

$$W_e = \kappa \int \int \frac{1}{\mu} \left( \frac{\partial A}{\partial z} \right) dV dt$$

Where $\mu$ is the magnetic permeability of the electrical steel sheet and assumed to be uniform in the entire sheet thickness direction. Since the magnetic permeability under practical inverter excitation is considered to be unevenly distributed to a certain degree in the thickness direction, it is necessary to investigate the influence of the assumption by comparing the calculated values with measured iron loss values.

Figure 4 shows scatter diagrams of iron loss calculated by the respective models vs. the measured values. The case of the inverter with a modulation index of 0.4, which exhibits the highest increase of iron loss, is shown. Among the combinations of various electrical steel sheets and waveforms, it is confirmed that Model-A exhibits relatively large errors and Model-B and Model-C exhibit high accuracy. Measured values and errors of respective iron loss calculation models are arranged and shown in Fig. 5 for the case of excitation by a complicated waveform consisting of minor loops, saturated
waves and special motor harmonic components. Model-A overestimates the iron loss values, which shows that the influence of the skin effect of eddy current in the electrical steel sheet in the model should not be disregarded. Model-B maintains thorough high accuracy and verifies that the correct estimation of the behavior of the eddy current within the electrical steel sheet is effective in estimating iron loss with high accuracy. Model-C shows sufficient accuracy for practical use and is considered to be most suitable among the three iron loss models for practical use from the viewpoint of calculation time.

This study confirmed that in the estimation of the iron loss of the cores of inverter-driven motors, the calculation model of eddy current loss of electrical steel sheets is crucial. From the viewpoints of calculation accuracy and computing time, Model-C that employs two-dimensional static magnetic field analysis in combination with the first order eddy current calculation has the highest practicability among the evaluated three iron loss calculation models.

3. Evaluation of Induction Motor Constructed with High Magnetic Flux Density Electrical Steel

It is estimated that the ratio of the electric consumption of motors is about half of the total world consumption and more than half of which is occupied by industrial motors. In this situation, Japan introduced, in April 2015, Top Runner Standards of the IE3 class for three-phase induction motors that are widely used as industrial motors. Since three-phase, squirrel-cage induction motors do not have permanent magnets in their rotors, they have to generate the necessary magnetic flux only by excitation due to the stator’s primary winding currents. Therefore, applying high magnetic flux density materials to induction motors is considered to effectively improve efficiency because it enables reduction of the motor current. With such a background, high magnetic flux density NO material shown in Fig. 6 has been developed to contribute to the improvement of efficiency of induction motors. Compared to the JIS grade material with the same W15/50 value (iron loss under excitation of 1.5 T at 50 Hz), the new series materials have 0.02 T to 0.05 T higher B50 values (the magnetic flux density under a magnetizing force of 5000 A/m). These high magnetic induction properties achieve a higher magnetic flux density with the same excitation current. To confirm the effect of applying the newly developed NO material to induction motors, the stator cores of different NO material were made and the efficiency of each induction motor was tested with the motor testing system.

3.1 Testing system and testing method

Table 1 shows the specification of the tested motor. It was a three-phase, squirrel-cage induction motor and the squirrel-cage secondary conductor was made of aluminum with the end ring and rotor bar brazed and bonded to each other. The rotor core was made of 50H-CH shown in Fig. 6. As for the stator, three types were prepared...
pared for testing: the newly developed 50H-CL, 50H-CH and JIS grade 50H470 as a reference. The material properties of core materials actually used in the tested motors are shown in Table 2.

Figure 7 shows the configuration of the test equipment. A three-phase alternating current was provided from an inverter to the test motor to drive it. The rotation speed and torque to calculate the motor output were measured with a torque meter. Input current and voltage to the test motor were measured and the data was sent to a power meter to obtain input power from the inverter. A thermocouple was set on the stator winding of each test motor to measure the temperature for the compensation of copper loss.

The motor properties were measured by a loading test driven by the inverter power source. The input power \( P_{in} \) (W) is calculated as the product of the voltage and the current measured by a power meter, and the output Power \( P_{out} \) (W) is calculated as the product of the rotation speed \( N \) (rpm) and the torque \( \tau \) (Nm) measured by a torque meter. The primary copper loss \( W_1 \) (W) was compensated based on the stator core internal resistance \( R_1 \) (Ω) measured at 20°C and the primary winding wire temperature \( t \) (°C) measured by the thermocouple.

The sum of the iron loss \( W_{iron} \) (W) and the secondary copper loss \( W_2 \) (W) is obtained by subtracting the output, primary copper loss and mechanical loss \( W_m \) (W) from the input, as shown in the following formula.

\[
W_{iron} + W_2 = P_{in} - P_{out} - W_1 - W_m \tag{6}
\]

Further, the mechanical loss was measured separately and was 1.9 W at 1500 rpm.

The test was conducted at three torque levels of 0.5 Nm (low torque), 2.5 Nm (rated torque) and 4.0 Nm (high torque), and at a constant rotation speed of 1500 rpm that corresponds to motor operation with no slip by a power frequency of 50 Hz. To maintain the constant output during the test, the excitation frequency was changed according to the torque levels.

3.2 Result of experiment and study

Figure 8 shows the primary excitation currents at each torque condition. In comparison with the 50H470 core motor, exciting currents of the 50H-CL motor were 3.1–4.6% lower, which corresponds to a 6.9–9.0% improvement in primary copper loss. The exciting currents of 50H-CH were also 1.9–4.9% smaller than that of the 50H470 motor of the same torque condition, which means a 3.7–9.6% improvement of copper loss. These improvements correspond to their magnetizing properties shown in Fig. 6. Therefore, it can be stated that the newly developed 50H-CL and 50H-CH material improve motor efficiency by reducing the primary copper loss.

The efficiency improvement of the 50H-CL and 50H-CH motors compared to the 50H470 core motor under each torque condition is shown in Fig. 9. The efficiency of the newly developed NO core motor is higher than that of 50H470 when the vertical axis value is positive. The result indicates that the 50H-CL core motor’s efficiencies were higher from 0.9% to 3.2% than that of 50H470. The improvement is particularly significant in low torque as high as 3.2%. Furthermore, the 50H-CH core motor also exhibits the result of improvement of efficiency in the entire torque condition.

Figure 10 shows details of the motor loss under various torque conditions. In the experiments, we used the same rotors and the ro-
tation speed was fixed at 1500 rpm, and the mechanical loss $W_m$ was assumed to be constant, 1.9 W, under every torque condition. The total loss increases as the torque increases in all core motors. Both the primary copper loss ($W_1$) and the sum of the iron loss and the secondary copper loss ($W_{iron} + W_2$) increase, but the increase of the primary copper loss ($W_1$) is significant. The ratio of the primary copper loss in the total loss is above 20% at the low torque condition (0.5 Nm), but about 55% at the rated torque (2.5 Nm) and high torque (4.0 Nm). Accordingly, it is understood that the improvement of the motor efficiency at the rated and high torque conditions is mainly attributed to the reduction of the primary copper loss realized by the application of 50H-CL and 50H-CH with the high magnetic flux density characteristic.

At the low torque condition, the sum of the iron loss and the secondary copper loss ($W_{iron} + W_2$) of the 50H-CL motor is significantly reduced. This improvement of the 50H-CL motor can be explained by its low iron loss and high induction property shown in Fig. 6 that reduced both motor iron loss and copper loss. In addition to that, the sum of iron loss and secondary copper loss in the 50H-CH motor also decreased compared to 50H470. This result implies that the high induction property reduced secondary copper loss in the rotor bar.

From the experimental results above, it can be concluded that the newly developed, non-oriented electrical steel sheets are suitable for improving the efficiency of induction motors and can contribute to an economical use of energy. It was confirmed that the effect of the reduction of copper loss is the major factor of the improvement, and in the case of the 50H-CL core motor, not only copper loss, but also the sum of iron loss and rotor copper loss were reduced, leading to further improvement.

4. Conclusion

In this report, the calculation models for iron loss of inverter driven motors and the test results of induction motors employing newly developed, non-oriented electrical steel sheets were described as the basics of application technology of electrical steel sheets. The scope of the application of motors is expected to be expanded as represented in the automotive industry area. Even under such circumstances, the non-oriented electrical steel sheet will continue to be the representative motor core material since it realizes excellent motor performances economically. Nippon Steel & Sumitomo Metal Corporation will continue R&D of material and application technology of electrical steel sheets to contribute to advanced motor solutions.

Fig. 9 Improvement of motor efficiency using the new material core at each operating condition

Fig. 10 Comparison of detail of motor loss of test inverter-fed induction motors

(a) Motor losses (0.5 Nm / low torque)

(b) Motor losses (2.5 Nm / rated torque)

(c) Motor losses (4.0 Nm / maximum torque)
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